1. Start with a 2x1 rectangle. Mark center line and Valley fold along diagonals.

2. Rabbit ears.

3. Two more rabbit ears.

4. Book fold front layer to the right and back layer to the left.

5. Precrease using hidden paper as reference. Repeat on the bottom.

6. Unfold upper square completely.

7. Collapse following creases. The model won’t lie flat.

8. Reverse fold the not flat flaps using existing creases.
1. Repeat steps 6–8 on the lower square.

2. Reverse fold two triangles. Do not repeat on the bottom.

3. Mountain fold in half and rotate.

4. Pleat front legs. Thin tail with two reverse folds.

5. Open–squash rear legs. Multiple reverse fold the head.


7. Roll tip of nose (valley folds).

8. Valley folds.

9. Valley fold.
18. Close the model again using existing creases.

19. The result should look like this. Valley fold middle flap of tail, hiding it inside. Next steps focus on head.

20. Slide some paper. Repeat behind.

21-22. Repeat behind.


22. Valley fold. Repeat behind

23. Repeat 21–22 behind.

24. Valley fold. Repeat behind

25. Valley fold. Repeat behind

26. Squash ears, opening from below. Raise the nose.

27. Crimp feet. Double rabbit ear the tail and curve it.

28. Round ears and nose tip, open mouth, pinch eyes to finish the head.

29. Finished rat.